“Face/Book/Net/Work”
and the Dream of Limitless Freedom
Marc André Fortin
Queen’s University

In my understanding, there are two central aspects involved in the

idea of the “Face/Book/Net/Work” in regards to the educational environment. The first is the concept of social networking in the general sense of
actually being able to create a network of individuals in a digital online
environment for any number of personal and professional reasons and the
supposed and real rupture of time and space that has occurred because
of such digital networks. The second (similar yet distinct) component
involves active online collaboration where scholarly research and pedagogical issues of information sharing and knowledge production take place
within such a digital space. Being able to digitally network is one thing, but
using digital networks for educational and pedagogical action opens up
new spaces for the ongoing process of creating, distributing, and sharing
knowledge and could possibly produce radical changes in the educational
process.
Recently on the website for Blackboard™, the company that produces
tools and technology for online, social, and collaborative educational institutions, there was an advertisement for one of the company’s products
that showed a student sitting on a library floor and holding a book out in
front of her. In the digitally altered image the upper half of the student’s
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body is divided and framed by a yellow border which includes a different
background from that of the library, suggesting that the student may be
physically connected to the textual materiality of books, and symbolically connected to knowledge, but that she can metaphysically exist at the
Great Wall of China at the same time that she is grounded in the material
institution. The tagline that runs beside this visual metaphor of freedom
reads: “Suddenly, no limits.” The fact that the student is not reading the
book, but is abstractedly looking off into space, signifies, for me at least,
the actual role of social networking, online collaboration, and the rush to
digitize the educational experience because, and I stress the causal nature
of the “because,” the technology that allows us to do these things is, as the
website states, “transformational.”
I am certainly not suggesting that social networking and digital pedagogical tools are unproductive or less intuitive methods of sharing, collaborating, learning, and teaching. Rather, I am critiquing the implied
suggestion presented in the image and the discourse that surrounds the
non-critical acceptance of digital technology, which is that the digital
experience will free us in some way from constraints involving movement,
space, and the labour required as students and teachers. The image, in
other words, embodies a commonly held belief in the idea that digitization makes social networking, collaboration, and information sharing new,
easier, and better rather than simply different, accessible, and alternative.
In order to get a more rounded view on the subject, however, and in
the spirit of the topic, I asked my fellow graduate students on the Editing
Modernism in Canada blog about their experiences with social networking. This idea of freedom from traditional networking models was, perhaps not surprisingly, one of the first responses I received. The feeling of
being unrooted from traditional physical constraints is clearly a benefit
of social networking, online presence, and self-marketing for graduate
students. Being able to virtually present papers at conferences around the
world is a benefit for those whose funding doesn’t allow them to travel to
overseas destinations. And this, by its very nature, is transformational, if
we understand the word to mean the transformation of past experiences
and ways of working into different ways of doing the same thing we have
done in the past.
In an altogether different response to my question, however, another
graduate student remarked on the way in which digital social networking, blogging, and online collaboration can actually lead to less freedom
for graduate students (at least at this moment in the early days of digital
social networking as an institutional model for research and pedagogical
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practice). Rather than having been liberated from the necessity of print
journal publications through alternative publishing formats, students, my
networked peer responded, are required to maintain traditional models of
graduate work as well as the digital online work they now need to perform
if they want to contend for employment in a highly competitive job market.
In the student’s own words: “I’m concerned that until online networking
in various forms becomes a component of (rather than a supplement to)
our practice as academics it will continue to be viewed by the majority as
simply more work, another thing to do for the sake of doing it” (McGregor).
This is where that representative image of freedom from limits starts to
fail. For some, it is not that there are suddenly no limits but that there is
suddenly more work to be done in order to be considered culturally and
academically capable.
Academically, and evolutionary-wise, it must pay to be wary of cultural
inventions that are enthusiastically considered to be “progressive” in the
teleological value-laden understanding of the term. To believe that online
social networking and the digital technology that surrounds it is inherently “better” than traditional ways of interacting, teaching, and learning,
as the advertisement for Blackboard™ suggests, is to co-opt digital technology into institutional models of schooling—the specific, institutional
structures that mandate certain status quo models of accepted scholarly
practice. It is obvious that the uses of social networking and the possible
products of online collaboration have not reached their potential yet, and
that there are possibilities for far more radical changes to the structures
of academic institutions around the world, as opposed to their existence
today in the privileged technology-dominant countries of the northern
hemisphere. In other words, it could be argued that digital tools associated
with the digital humanities could possibly devalue the role of the individual
researcher or instructor and his or her position within an institutional
academic environment. But, it could also be argued that the possibility
for the dissemination of information to as many individuals as possible is
the fundamental democratic function of academic centres of learning, and,
rather than worrying about the freedoms that arise for students who are
already invested in higher education, we could broaden the role of social
networking to encompass a more ethical and just educational system for
those who do not have access to the basic technology for such a method
of learning.
Ivan Illich put it plainly when he wrote that “The most radical alternative to school would be a network or service which gave each [person]
the same opportunity to share his [or her] current concern with others
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motivated by the same concern” (Deschooling Society). This is what social
networking could do. It could potentially alter the very framework of what
we consider schooling and education, not just in the imagined online utopia, and not just locally, but in the bricks-and-mortar institutions already
in place, which perhaps need to refocus their perceptions of the purpose
of education during a period of ever-expanding corporate partnerships
between industry and educational institutions. In other words, the digital
social network allows for the possibility of real change across the global
educational sphere if it is used for such a purpose. However, the social
conditions for such a change require more than just the material possibilities of limitlessness, and we simply haven’t yet made real those fantastic
images of freedom for everyone.
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